This route is suitable for walk,
run or cycle. Its a great route
to RY Britania following a
gentle downhill route by the
Water of Leith
Water of Leith Path to RY Britania via “The
Shore”
9km, 42m rise, 1.45 hr Walk, 1hr Run, 45 min
Cycle
You can split this circle in half by getting
the 11 or 16 bus back. There is a “Just Eat”
cycle rack at RY Britania, so you can take
a bike from Hillside Cresecent cycle down
hill and get the bus back!
This circular route takes you down on a
combination of quiet roads and a leafy
cycle/footpath that meanders beside the
Water of Leith
Route:
Turn right out of No11, go over crossroads
to end of Brunswick St. Cross Leith Walk to
Macdonald Road and continue to end of
road. Cross over road and go straight on
down a a path that runs beside the abandoned “Powder Hall Bowling Club”. At
end of path is footbridge over the Water
of Leith (B). Turn right immediately after
bridge onto “Water of Leith Footpath”.
Follow footpath. It intermingels with a
cycle path. You can take either as long
as you keep heading towards “Leith”.
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All the routes are shown on the strava app. Go to your App Store. You
only need the free verison. Once
set up go to “find friends” and look
up No11 Hotel. You will see all the routes we
have created and can then select the route
you want to look at the route in detail.
Alternatively use google maps to follow the
routes.
At D cross the road bridge and follow
round edge of “The Shore”. This area
opens out with lots of restaurants and
bars. They range from Michelin Star, Fine
Dining throuhg to “Pub Grub”. On a sunny day, sitting outside is great.

Hotel & Brasserie
Water of Leith
to Leith and
RY Britania
Walk, Run, or Cycle

Follow the shore round to “Ocean Drive”
and continue round to the “Ocean
Terminal Shopping Center” The RY Britania is on the other side at (F).
Ocean drive is exposed to the Firth of
Forth and can be very windy and cold!.
Ocean Terminal is a shopping centre with
the casual dining brand types of food.
To return from Ocean terminal, either
get the 11 or 16 Buses back to No11 or
retrace your steps or continue the loop
via (E) and Leith Walk. This part of the
walk is a gnetle uphill urban walk, which is
why we suggest the bus if you have tierd
legs.
The roadworks on Leith Walk are for the
Tram Extension which should be open in
2022....we hope!
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